Having a Drink Cloze

Fill in the blanks with the words in the boxes.

Getting Together For a Drink

| social | have | get | go | heavy | legal |

After a hard day's work, some people like to _______________ together with friends and _______________ a drink. The weekend is also a time when many people _______________ drinking. People who drink a lot are called _______________ drinkers, while people who drink in moderation are called _______________ drinkers. In most countries, you have to be of _______________ age to drink.

Places to Drink

| pubs | draught | cocktails | bartender | wine | bars |

There are many places to drink such as _______________, _______________, and nightclubs. Some people enjoy drinking _______________ beer, which is beer poured from a tap. Others prefer _______________, which are drinks mixed by a _______________. And some people have a glass of _______________ with their meal at a restaurant.

Getting Drunk

| slur | fool | stagger | drive | tipsy |

As you drink more and more, you will start to feel _______________. You begin to _______________ your words. You also start to _______________ when you walk. At this point, many people make a _______________ of themselves. You also lose coordination so it important that you don't drink and _______________.

Effects of Overdrinking

| throw | hangover | pass | get | black |

Sometimes people _______________ really drunk. If this happens they might _______________ out, which means they can't remember what they did. Others _______________ out, which means they fall asleep. Still others _______________ up what they ate. Also, if you do drink too much, you might end up with a terrible _______________ the next day.
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